Cotton Policy in China

This report examines Chinas 2011-13 attempt to maintain a high level of price support for its
cotton producers, analyzing the policys motivation, its consequences to date, and the impacts
of various adjustment alternatives China might pursue. With Chinas wages rising rapidly in
recent years, cotton production costs there have been rising faster than in the rest of the world.
Rising costs both helped motivate Chinas policymakers to strengthen their price support for
cotton production in 2011 and ensured that the policy ultimately proved unsustainable. After
several years of sharply lower cotton consumption and sharply rising state-owned stockpiles of
cotton, China in 2014 began switching producer support to direct subsidies, and focusing
support on producers in the largest producing region, Xinjiang. Additional reforms include
plans to restore market forces to a leading role in determining Chinas cotton prices. But Chinas
large role in world cotton markets and the unprecedented size of the Governments stocks mean
that difficult choices lie ahead for Chinas policymakers. Policy decisions in China will
continue to have a significant impact on the rest of the world, and lower Chinese import quotas
for cotton could reduce world cotton prices significantly.
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CHINESE COTTON POLICY. CHINA DOMINATES WORLD MARKET. HOW MUCH
WILL CHINA IMPORT? When the reserve system was absorbing cotton, (a completed
version will be posted later) Chinas cotton policy and Cotton Policy in China examines
Chinas attempt to maintain a high level of price support for its cotton producers, analyzing the
policys China: Cotton and Products Annual USDA Foreign Agricultural Chinas Cotton
Policy and the Impact of Chinas WTO Accession and Bt Cotton Adoption on the Chinese and
U.S. Cotton Sectors. Cheng Fang, Bruce A. China rejigs cotton policy for top grower
Xinjiang Reuters BEIJING, March 17- China will set target prices for cotton in the top
growing region of Xinjiang every three years instead of annually, the. China Cotton and
Products Annual - GAIN reports - USDA Chinas agricultural policy is oriented toward
maintaining food security, improving the well-being of Chinas farmers, and guiding the
development and modernization of the agricultural sector. Cotton Trade: China Shift on
Stockpiling Policy Sparks Questions China will set target prices for cotton in the top
growing region of Xinjiang every three years instead of annually, the government said on
Friday, EconPapers: Cotton Policy in China Policy decisions in China will continue to have
a significant impact on the rest of the world, and lower Chinese import quotas for cotton could
reduce world cotton Untangling Chinas Cotton Policy - USDA China Reserve Policy The
Cotton Marketing Planner Cotton Policy in China. Stephen MacDonald and Fred Gale and
James Hansen. U.S. Department of Agriculture, Economic Research Service. Chinas Cotton
Policy: New Directions in 2014 - USDA China to sell off cotton reserves About 9 million
bales to hit markets Quality may be tested. none China, the worlds biggest cotton consumer,
on Wednesday stood by plans for a trial farmer subsidy program in its key growing region of
Cotton Policy of China Chinese Cotton Industry - Fibre2Fashion Keywords: Cotton,
China, agricultural policy, price supports, trade, textiles, trade the authors understanding of
Chinas cotton policy, and data collected for Cotton Policy in China - USDA ERS The
Chinese government announced a new target price for cotton grown in Xinjiang last month of
18,600 yuan per ton (approximately U.S. 122 Auctions will draw down Chinese cotton
stocks to a China appears to be moving away from its practice of building cotton stocks, in a
move that analysts say marks a dramatic shift in policy.
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